Business Intelligence

BI4Web
It is a web-based business intelligence and
data analysis tool focused on providing
worthy insights from company data sets. This
way, organizations improve efficency and
profitability.
100% web data consumption oriented.
Available 24/7
Unilimited users licensing option.
Suite all-in-one.
No unexpected costs.
Real-time connection from any data
source.
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Why BI4Web?
Make smart and informed decisions
Access to information on-demand,
anytime, anywhere and on any device.
Watch your company´s data
Access to any data source in your
organization in a efficient way. Find
growth and improvement opportunities
based on a holistic view of your data.
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Why BI4Web?
Graphics reveals opportunities
Choose among more than 100 types of
graphics; which enhance your strategic vision of
the business. Go as further as you need in data
visualization, for example from global sales
information to specific salesperson data.
All in one
BI4Web meets all data analytics and reporting
necessities of your company. There is no need
to go for different software solutions for every
need. Start today enjoying the benefits of
centralization.
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BI4Web Suite
100% web visualization
With BI4Web Viewer, every user can
access information from any device with a
web browser. Our interface is dynamic
and intuitive.
BI4Web Viewer optimizes data analysis
and enhances business performance.
Users can interact with data at any level
through analytic documents and graphics
from a global perspective to detailed
information.
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BI4Web Suite
A solution tailored for your business
With BI4Web, you will have covered every
information necessity in your organization.
Build stunning dashboards and keep an eye
on your business areas, whether from a
general or specific perspective.
Keep tracking of your KPI´s with our graphics,
identify trends, and base your action plans on
reliable data discoveries.
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Solutions
Analysis of hierarchical structures
Detect hidden patterns in data with
BI4Web hierarchical structural
components.
Our analytic models are fully interactive,
have an optimum usage of visualization
space, and allow users to analyze
concrete cases among enormous
amounts of data.
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Solutions
Geopolitical analysis
BI4Web´s gallery maps foster a strategic
management of your company by
associating data from your business
activities with geopolitical
representations.
You will be able to quantify how your
business is performing in specific areas
such as sales density for country or
region. And even acomplishment of goals
by business area.
Besides that, you can upload customized
maps or blueprints, for example from
your production plant.
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Solutions
Multidimensional analysis
Set metrics and dimensions as you need
and visualize data from different
perspectives and at any depth.
Reporting
Access to an enormous amount of data
via our reporting feature and discover
what matters for you.
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Licensing
On-premise
Deploy BI4Web in your private cloud or
on your premises. Our enterprise license
grants access to unlimited users and the
best cost-benefit ratio.
Cloud
Enjoy BI4Web with easy deployment in
our server. Choose as many users as you
need for your company.
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About RCM Software
In RCM Software, we have been creating solutions for business and artificial intelligence for more
than 30 years. Our software help companies to find opportunities in their data, with the highest
quality standards the best cost-efficiency ratio.
Currently, we have clients and partners in Spanish and Latin American markets.
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